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Bring needle out of fabric at A.
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Holding the left thumb over the coiled thread, pull the needle right through. Still holding the coiled thread insert needle back
through fabric at B and pull right through.
A cluster of bullion stitches makes a grub rose.

LAZY DAISY
For each petal:
Bring needle out of fabric at A.
Insert at B and out again at C, holding yarn underneath needle.
Secure loop in place with a small stitch at C.
Work required number of petals in a circle to form a flower.
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STEM STITCH
Stem Stitch is worked from left to right, taking small sts across. Always keep the thread
below the needle.

Bring needle out of fabric at A.
Make a back stitch by inserting needle at B and out again at A, without pulling the needle right through.
The length of this stitch is the length of the bullion stitch.
Wind the yarn around the point of the needle as many times as required to cover the stitch length.
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A cluster of bullion stitches makes a grub rose.
Secure loop in place with a small stitch at C.
SATIN STITCH
This is used to completely cover an area of knitting without duplicating stitches. Work each stitch parallel
Work required number of petals in a circle to form a flower.
to the last stitch, keeping stitches close together.

STRAIGHT STITCH
Work straight stitches. Care must be taken to keep a good shape and length. Prevent puckering,
by not pulling the stitches too tightly.

FRENCH KNOTS
Bring the needle from the back to the front of the work and wind the yarn several times around the
needle according to the size of the knot required. Take the needle back through in almost the same
place and draw the yarn through, forming a small knot on the right side.

